Access thankQ: Cloud-based
CRM software for charities
Grow your income with intuitive and
insightful relationship management

Build better relationships so you
can make a bigger difference
Over 10,000 not-for-profit professionals use Access thankQ to grow their
income by using their time, donor data and supporter relationships more
intelligently. Developed by UK not-for-profit experts, with 25+ years’
industry experience, our cloud-based charity CRM is designed with intuitive
functionality and easy-to-use features to make light work of managing your
supporters and interpreting your data. Freeing you up to focus on the good
stuff, and achieve even more.

Used by over

10,000 2000+
fundraising
professionals

not-for-profits

Over

95%

£150m+
donations
processed every
year

of customers
choose to
renew
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Proud to partner with some of
the biggest charities in the UK.

And support smaller charities
making a big impact.
Whether you’re a fundraising charity, visitor attraction, membership
organisation or educational institution, our fundraising CRM software helps
you raise more money so you can make a bigger difference.

“We needed to bring, membership, fundraising and helpline
data together into one comprehensive view to understand
communications with supporters.”
Gill Christmas, Fundraising Manager, Autism Bedfordshire

“It’s so easy to use, the team is logging things more quickly. This
has allowed us to be more professional, and has really helped us
strengthen our relationship with our supporters.”
Danielle Houliston, Individual Giving Manager, Spinal Research

“In terms of membership management everything is much more
centralised, there are 14 area choirs with 2000 children, they renew
every single year for up to ten years, and they all do it at exactly the
same time of year.”
Peter Muir, Director of Marketing & Communications, National Youth Choir of Scotland

“Access are making sure that they are listening to the school sector, and
constantly looking at ways to make the system more time effective and
user-friendly for us.”
Zoe Baines, Development Director, St Helens School
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One charity database
for everything
With Access thankQ, you can nurture every type
of relationship and manage every income stream
all in one place
Relationship management
See every interaction, interest, donation, event attendance and more. Engage
your best prospects using prospect management tools. Plus, a relationship
tree means you can see who knows who so you can start prospect
conversations sooner.
Fundraising management
Multi-criteria segmentation makes it easy to create personalised and targeted
multi-channel communications. Maximise income opportunities with realtime campaign tracking. Plus, manage legacies, trust applications, and more.
Event management
Every event is catered for, from pre-planning to post-event analysis. Define
different ticket types and record any cost and payment category. Analyse
income and report on any aspect of your event.
Volunteer management
Easy-to-use tools streamline admin tasks and help manage recruitment
from start to finish. Get instant access to volunteer data to match the right
volunteers and opportunities. Send invitations, track responses and run
activity reports.
Alumni and development
Nurture relationships with segmentation and prospect management tools.
Record every interaction from enquiry to donations to volunteering and
more. Import student records, build an online community, run calling
campaigns and analyse communications.
Membership management
Manage every type of membership and get a 360-degree view of supporters
for greater insight. Set mailing preferences for personalised communications
and easily run regular tasks such as subscriptions and renewals.
Grant giving and applications
Manage applications and assess the impact of funding. Generate payment
schedules, distribute funds, track reporting, and measure applications against
funding targets.
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GDPR consent portal
Collect, store and manage consent. The self-service portal puts
supporters in control of their preferences so that you can manageyour
communications with confidence.
Income management and Gift Aid
Calculate claims in seconds and submit at the click of a button. Easy
income analysis and declaration processing simplify Gift Aid management.
Direct Debit payments
Growing income relies on regular payments and effective collection
processes. Our Direct Debit payment processing, powered by Rapidata,
cuts administration, eliminates collection failures and helps you reduce
attrition. Leading to more income, quicker.
Integration
Easily integrate with your website, social media platforms, and other
applications to increase efficiency, improve engagement and manage all
your data within one database.
Reliable real-time reporting
Monitor performance at a glance, drill-down for in-depth analysis,
maximise income opportunities with real-time campaign tracking, and
quickly run comprehensive management reports.
Cloud-based
Because it’s online, everyone can access the data and tools they need
anywhere and on any device. Automatic security updates, software
upgrades, automated backups and enterprise-level security, mean you
always access the latest features and you can be certain your data is safe.
Plus, when it’s hosted within Access Workspace, all your Access software
works together from a single set of data, improving accuracy and efficiency
across teams. And, you can give people access to a range of apps that let
them complete specific tasks, see live data, and collaborate, wherever they
are and on any device.
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Fundraising and Donor
Management
Develop deeper relationships and create more
successful campaigns with better insight
Tracked interactions and insight into supporter behaviour help you design
a better donor journey and develop deeper supporter relationships. Using
multi-criteria segmentation options, you can create targeted multi-channel
communications and with in-built prospect management tools, engaging
your best prospects is made easier. You can manage activity as well as
relationships for every income stream for efficient and effective fundraising.
KEY FEATURES
		 Log every interaction, track donations, interests, conversations and
		 more to understand supporter behaviour better
		 Multi-criteria segmentation lets you create personalised and targeted
		 multi-channel communications from within the software
		 Manage every aspect of volunteering and all types of opportunities
		 from one place
		 Manage the grant application process, stay on track with reporting and 		
		 monitor payments with end-to-end trust management tools
		 Identify legacy prospects and manage supporters from enquiry through 		
		 to pledge with workflow tools and legacy-specific features

Want to take a tour of the software?
Watch the Access thankQ webinar to see the features most useful
to you and how easy it is to use:

WATCH WEBINAR
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Event Management
Simplify event planning and delivery with
streamlined workflows and easy web integration
End-to-end event management means you can do everything in one place,
from pre-planning to post-event analysis. Every event is catered for, different
ticket types can be defined, and you can record any cost and payment
category. With a range of reporting options, easy income analysis and outputs
such as delegate lists, you can stay in control of every aspect of your event.
KEY FEATURES
		 Streamline planning and delivery for every type of event using a
		 four-stage workflow with in-built event-specific processes
		 Record every category of cost and payment, track budgets and analyse
		 accurate data to stay on track with finances
		 Reduce event administration with online booking,
		 and website integration keeps your event page updated too
		 Attendee types can be defined for personalised communications
		 to make every interaction count
		 Every field is reportable so you can evaluate your event based on
		 any criteria and spot opportunities for improvement
		 Evaluate individual events or create comparison reports, output delegate
		 lists, outstanding payment reports, budget data and more

“My ‘wow’ moment
was how versatile that
system is. It was then
that I realised that
whatever we needed
the system to do,
it would be flexible
enough that we could
create it ourselves.”
Zoe Baines,
Development Director,
St Helens School
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Direct Debit payments
Streamline Direct Debit processing
Reduce administration and grow income
Receive income quicker and reduce the risk of failed collections and
cancellations, with Direct Debit payment processing, powered by Rapidata.
Our Direct Debit service saves you time, lowers attrition rates and because
we optimise the sign up process, you receive your regular gift or membership
payments faster. Moving to Access is easy. We support your move from inhouse processing or another bureau for a seamless transfer.
KEY FEATURES
		 Immediate bank validation checks mean fewer failed payments, unpaid 		
		 Direct Debits are automatically re-presented
		 Direct Debit cancellations are proactively monitored and reported with 		
		 reason codes to help your reactivation campaigns
		 Stay in control of your data with full access to an online portal where you
		 can manage donor payments and view activity.
		 Control over branding means your organisation’s details appear on your 		
		 supporters’ bank statements
		 Data and funds are protected with enhanced security and disaster 		
		 recovery systems
		 Direct Debits are processed by a Bacs approved bureau with the
		 highest inspection rating and over 20 years’ experience in the
		 not-for-profit sector.
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Analysis and reporting
Make faster, more informed decisions with easy
access to accurate data and real-time tracking
Get an overview of performance or drill down into the detail for data-driven
planning. A live dashboard means you can track campaigns and make realtime decisions to deliver even more successful fundraising.
While comprehensive management reports enable you to make
more informed decisions.

KEY FEATURES
		 Get an at-a-glance view of benchmarks including income, attrition, new
		 donors and more, run in-depth analysis or compare like-for-like data
		 Customise the dashboard for different user types, view all data or filter
		 the most relevant, and make decisions based on accurate information.
		 Monitor your most important campaign data in real-time via a
		 customisable dashboard to maximise performance
		 Easily analyse performance using out-of-the-box reports and user
		 specific dashboards with drill-down capability, campaign filtering
		 and more
		 Quickly run detailed or top-level management reports with reliable,
		 relevant data

Want to see how Access thankQ can benefit your organisation?
Request a no-obligation personal demo:

REQUEST DEMO
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Integrations
Improve efficiency and engagement by
integrating your favourite applications
Make the most of your time and data by integrating your other applications.
When it’s hosted within Access Workspace, all your Access software works
together from a single set of data, improving accuracy and efficiency across
teams. You can easily integrate with your favourite fundraising apps, plus you
can extract and import data saving time on admin and allowing you to do
even more with your data..
KEY FEATURES
		 Leverage your supporter data and social media platforms for greater
		 engagement and more successful campaigns by integrating your website
		 and social media accounts
		 Submit Gift Aid claims in minutes with Gift Aid integration
		 Manage communications within thankQ using MS Office and
		 keep records up to date
		 Manage membership online by integrating your database and website
		 Manage Direct Debit processing safely and securely with Rapidata
		 Manage, monitor and follow up email campaigns with MailChimp
		 Automate your email marketing with Dotmailer/DotDigital
		 Create and send SMS to your contacts with Twilio and smsfactory

Got a question?
We’ve got over 25 years’ experience working with not-for-profits and so
our specialists understand how important it is to choose the right CRM
for your organisation.
NFPEnquiries@theaccessgroup.com
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0845 345 3300

Data security
Protect your data with enhanced security
Protect your data
In-built security keeps your data safe against external threats, data loss
and leaks. Our CRM complies with the latest UK regulations, is continually
updated and keeps your data safe with enterprise-level security that’s fit even
for global organisations.
KEY FEATURES
		 ISO27001 – the international standard for best practice in data security 		 so you can be certain your data is in safe hands
		 Complies with the latest UK regulations and data is stored in UK-based
		 data centres
		 Manage consent and put supporters in control of their preferences with
		 GDPR Consent Portal
		 Automatic security updates, software upgrades and backups

Want to see how Access thankQ can benefit your organisation?
Request a no-obligation personal demo:

REQUEST DEMO
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Confidently switch to
Access thankQ
We’ve worked with over 2000+ charities and notfor-profit organisations, so we know what it takes
to successfully switch your database and what
you need to make sure it’s a smooth transition.
Flexible subscription-based pricing
Access thankQ is the charity CRM database that grows with you. That means
as you expand your supporter base, introduce new income streams or
tighten up processes, you can add the tools you need to make the most of
new opportunities.
Stress-free implementation
Our Flightpath implementation programme gets you up and running
quickly, securely, and stress-free. The programme takes you from module
implementation to data migration and going live.
Training
We have different levels of training available. From online help articles, videos
and live modules to subject-based webinars to face-to-face training which can
be built around your needs.
Ongoing support
With Access Success Plans, we help you plan, implement and make the most
of your system. Access online support from a community of users, speak to
our charity database specialists or delve into articles, videos and more.

“I narrowed it down to Access thankQ and Salesforce. And whilst
Salesforce would have been free for us as a charity, the cost of having
to hire a consultant to do the implementation and tailoring was
extremely costly and not something we could really justify. Plus, we
didn’t want another tailored system.”
Danielle Houliston, Individual Giving Manager, Spinal Research
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Want to see the
software in action?
Get a personal demo of Access thankQ
And see how easy it is to use your time, data
and relationships more intelligently to achieve
even more.
Request a no-obligation personal demo:

REQUEST DEMO

Or speak to our UK-based not-for-profit specialists to find out how Access
thankQ can benefit your organisation. We’ve got over 25 years’ experience
of working with not-for-profits, and so our specialists understand how
important it is to choose the right CRM.

NFPEnquiries@theaccessgroup.com
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0845 345 3300

Introducing Access notfor-profit software suite
Integrated solutions designed to increase
efficiency and help grow income
Trusted by 10,000+ NFP professionals, our cloud-based software suite
streamlines your processes and gives you easy access to accurate data, indepth analytics and real-time reporting. Helping you do more, even better,
and make a bigger impact.
Whether you’re a fundraising charity, visitor attraction, membership
organisation or educational institution, our flexible, integrated solutions
keep every part of your organisation running smoothly.
It’s easy to use, configurable to your organisation and gives you the data you
need when you need it. And because it’s cloud-based, everyone can access
the information they need anytime, anywhere and from any device.

Access NFP software suite:

Our not-for-profit software suite is brought together on Access Workspace,
our cloud-based platform. Giving your people access to the tools,
information and files they need, anytime and on any device; making
collaboration easy.
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Access Workspace:
Integrated platform
Improve accuracy and efficiency across teams
with an integrated software suite
Our not-for-profit software suite is brought together on Access Workspace,
our cloud-based platform. All your Access software works together from a
single set of data, improving accuracy and efficiency across teams. And your
people see a personalised dashboard letting them access their software,
complete quick tasks, see live data, share files, and collaborate; wherever
they are and on any device.

KEY FEATURES
		 Access all your Access software using a single sign-on, anytime,
		 anywhere and on any device
		 Control user access to different software systems, data and apps
		 Apps make it simple for everyone to complete tasks easily and find
		 information quickly without needing full access to the software
		 Fully customisable dashboard, with drag-and-drop personalisation,
		 allows team members to choose apps that support the specific tasks
		 they do most often
		 Files and other data can easily be shared, and with restricted access
		 for complete control
		 Report across all your entire software suite, safe in the knowledge
		 they are accurate and up-to-date
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Access thankQ charity CRM
Access thankQ has been a leading charity CRM for
more than 25 years. Over 2000+ not-for-profits
already use our software to raise more money with
intuitive and insightful relationship management.
Developed by not-for-profit experts with 25 years’
industry experience, Access thankQ is designed
so you can nurture every type of relationship and
manage every income stream all in one place. And
with intuitive functionality and easy-to-use features,
it makes light work of managing your supporters and
interpreting your data. Compliance, safeguarding
and security come as standard.
Our customers enjoy more freedom to focus on the
good stuff and spend less time dissecting data.

NFPEnquiries@theaccessgroup.com

0845 345 3300

GO TO WEBSITE

About The Access Group:
The Access Group is a leading provider of business software to mid-sized UK organisations. It helps more than
16,000 customers across commercial and not-for-profit sectors become more productive and efficient. Its innovative
Access Workspace technology transforms the way business software is used, giving every employee the freedom
to do more.
Established in 1991, The Access Group, employs more than 1,700 staff.
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